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GIRLS EMERGING TALENT CENTRE
We are four months into our new Emerging Talent Centre (ETC) 
and already we’ve seen incredible progress from our players 
and coaches adapting to the new programme, quickly and 
efficiently. 

Our Head of Sports Science, Luke Callis has undertaken several Our Head of Sports Science, Luke Callis has undertaken several 
rounds of fitness, set up rehab programmes for injured players 
and strength and conditioning plans for all of our age groups. 
Our nutritionist Dr Charlie Roberts has held two presentations 
offering support and guidance on a vital element of being an 
athlete today. As well as psychology sessions with Scott 
Bradley, Head of Sciences at the Univeristy of Northampton.

Our teams have also started playing friendlies against local teams to put into practice all of what they’re 
learning both on and off the pitch. Upcoming games, alongside a second set of player reviews over the 
next couple of months make it non-stop at the ETC and all go. 

I’d just like to thank all of the staff, players, parents and guardians for making it a great and busy start 
to our new holistic programme. We’re always striving to do better in football and we will look to make 
the end of the 2023 season a big one going into 2023/2024 even better!

FIXTURES AND RESULTS



“There was unity, resilience and character
throughout, and that’s all we can ask for.”

Williams added: “We’ve spoken very clearly
and openly with the girls about our
expectations this week, and they were much
better today.

“We reflected on the standards we should be“We reflected on the standards we should be
operating at, and it’s nice to have met those
in front of a big crowd today.

“Bouncing back was important, now it’s
about consistency and earning points to
move up the table.”
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Reaction to the Sixfields game

Joint-managers Josh Oldfield and Liam
Williams were pleased with
Northampton Town Women’s 1-0 win
over third-placed Sporting Khalsa in
the FA Women’s National League
Division One Midlands on Sunday.Division One Midlands on Sunday.

Captain Zoe Boote scored the Cobblers’
goal as they were victorious in front of a
record 1,025 supporters at Sixfields
Stadium.

Oldfield said: “It was a tight game and
the crowd really pushed us on.

“It was brilliant to see so many people“It was brilliant to see so many people
supporting us, and hopefully there’ll be
even more next time.

“In terms of the performance, it was
really positive and a good reaction to
last week.

“The girls executed the game-plan
fantastically and competed for 90fantastically and competed for 90
minutes.

“We scored a well-worked goal and
created enough chances to kill the game
off.

“At 1-0 down they’re always capable of
getting back in the game, but I thought
the girls managed that situation reallythe girls managed that situation really
well.

JOINT-MANAGERS PLEASED AS
COBBLERS WOMEN WIN IN
FRONT OF RECORD CROWD



Assistant Referees: Lewis PARKINS & Simon DUTTON
Referee: Harley HETHERINGTON

MATCH OFFICIALS

Kira MARKWELL
Neive CORRY
Kayleigh AYLMER
Elloise COPSON
Niamh CONNOR
Lucie MUGRIDGE
Evie DRISCOLL-KINGEvie DRISCOLL-KING
Nicole HENDRICK
Jess EVANS
Stacey MCCONVILLE
Ellie CURSON
Jess DRISCOLL
Cassie STEWARD
Beatriz BORQUEBeatriz BORQUE
Rachel LAWRENCE
Megan LAWLOR
Eden BAILEY
Keir PERKINS
Zaiga LACITE
Tara KIRK
Andreia OLIVERIAAndreia OLIVERIA

1. Jo DANIEL (GK)
30. Holly MAYFIELD (GK)
2. Bianca LUTTMAN
3. Vicky BARRETT
4. Fay NOBLE
5. Sara WAIT
7.7. Abbie BREWIN
8. Favour OMENAZU
10. Jade BELL
11. Abbie REBOUL
12. Kim FARROW
14. Georgia TEAR
16. TJ WARREN
18.18. Beth ARTEMIOU
19. Alex DICKS
20. Mia RICHARDS
22. Rachael MUMFORD
27. Chloe MARTIN
66. Zoe BOOTE (C)

THE TEAMS
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